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The Future of
Fare Collection
BUSRide spoke with a select group of thought leaders in the transit fare collection
industry for a roundtable discussion on the future of fare collection – open
architecture, mobile payments and the developing infrastructure that will make
it all possible.

The panelists for the discussion were:
Darren Dickson, president, Genfare
Sanford Weinberg, vice president, fare collection / Chris Marconi,
solution architect, Xerox Corporation
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Mobile ticketing will play a big factor in tomorrow’s fare collection systems.

Why is account-based ticketing becoming such a soughtafter solution at major transit agencies? Is it scalable and
realistic for agencies of all sizes?
Darren Dickson: Account-based ticketing is a sought- after solution
due to the enhanced level of security it offers a transit agency and its
rider base. An account is established for a rider where a number of
payment models can apply. What makes this so attractive is its ability
to expand as new media is introduced in the marketplace. What an
agency needs to ask is what serves their ridership best based on media
costs, convenience and an agency’s ability to manage and maintain the
full system of both the software and hardware.
Sanford Weinberg / Chris Marconi From our perspective, accountbased ticketing gives agencies ability to do real-time management of
business rules and fare policy in the back office, rather than having
that logic reside out on the bus. Administration is also much easier
and reliable because all of that logic is centralized in one place.
Shifting some of that processing to the back office, away from the
front end, should enable the ability to acquire a commercial, off-theshelf product as a point-of-sale terminal or validator – which is very
interesting for agencies.
Account-based ticketing is definitely scalable with smaller agencies
– in fact, in some ways it’s ideal for that application.
4
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How are fare collection providers reducing financial liability
for transit agencies?
Dickson: This is a great question. There are so many moving parts
within a fare collection system. Within each moving part special
attention needs to be applied to ensure liability is reduced at each step.
1. Processes and procedures: by far the most important step is an
agency’s ability to set up reliable processes and procedures that are
audited regularly is one of the quickest ways to reduce liability.
2. Media: depending on your suite of media options each form of
media needs to be secured physically in some cases or added as part of
reporting and viewed regularly.
3. Software and reporting: review of routes, revenue and ridership
records on a consistent basis will allow an agency to see changes or
gaps within the system and provide valuable insight.
4. Equipment: security of equipment, key management, cash collection
(if needed), data processing on each piece of equipment, and proper
preventative maintenance ensures reliability for the life of each piece
of equipment.
Weinberg / Marconi EMV (Europay, MasterCard and Visa) is
probably one of the biggest topics of conversation around financial
liability today, because of the liability shift that went into effect in
October of last year. It puts agencies on the hook for counterfeit
busride.com
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and lost and stolen fraud if they don’t accept EMV cards today.
Another benefit of next-generation fare collection systems is realtime authentication and no-batch processing, where a system can
perform authorizations in real time, rather than batching transactions
or processing. The sooner that your fare system can get an
acknowledgement from the bank that the customer’s credit or debit
account is going to be approved, the risk that someone can game the
system is smaller. Real-time authentication seriously reduces financial
liability for transit agencies.

that allows us to work in cooperation with other software platforms
and equipment.
Weinberg / Marconi Open architecture, because it uses open
standards, allows for easier migration between different vendors.
It allows agencies to use off-the-shelf equipment. It’s also easier to
integrate with legacy software systems.
Xerox is very pro-open-architecture, especially in the fare collection
area. If I’m an agency, it’s hard to imagine going to one provider for
every single thing. Considering that fare payment systems have such

“Account-based ticketing is definitely scalable with
smaller agencies. In some ways it’s ideal.”
What’s the next step for next-generation fare collection
systems – beyond account-based or even mobile ticketing?
Dickson: Scalability will continue to be a very large driver for fare
collection systems of the future. Scalability determines the capability
of a system to handle a growing amount of work and understanding the
potential of each system to be enlarged to accommodate that growth.
Fare collection systems designed with this in mind will allow a transit
agency to phase in new functionality with minimal engineering and
resource which makes it more affordable for agencies of all sizes.
Weinberg / Marconi There’s a lot of opportunity for evolution in
mobile payments. I think that many of the ticketing platforms that
today are based on QR code will start to migrate to NFC if Apple is

long lifecycles, it would be foolish to think that we could completely
future-proof it – but how do we best design it in a way so that agencies
can take advantage of new technologies as they’re coming around?
That’s the key.

How prevalent will open payments – as distinct from open
architecture – be in “tomorrow’s” average transit systems?
Dickson: Open payment systems thus far have been primarily
introduced in the top 1 percent of transit agencies. The systems are
currently costly, customer specific and may be outside of an average
transit systems available budget. As more transactions are processed
in real time via credit cards not tied back to an account, agencies will
have to find a cost-effective way of not only processing the transactions
quickly to reduce dwell times but to work together with credit card

“Agencies are looking for integration at nearly every
level of their operations.”
willing to grant access to the NFC interface on iOS devices. I think fare
collection will start to incorporate Bluetooth – making transit access
with mobile device simpler, easier.
There’s a lot of opportunity to make the transit experience a lot
easier and frictionless for users.

How does system integration affect or guide the future of
fare collection?
Dickson: Transit agency clients are looking for integration at
nearly every level of their operations. Agencies want to avoid
working with several organizations with customized software
and move towards solutions that communicate with one another
efficiently and effectively. As Genfare designs the next generation
of scalable software, we are creating platforms with API technology

companies to reduce the fees and risks associated with real-time or
batch processing. There will have to be a scalable solution designed in a
manner that will allow for these variables to be answered economically.
Weinberg / Marconi I think it’s certainly going to vary by market.
We’ve seen that on the retail side. Markets like Australia, parts of
Europe and Canada, where contactless payments are very heavily
saturated, have a high degree of adoption. Those areas see a lot of open
payments in transit.
In the U.S., we definitely see agencies as to open payments but, until
the cards and the devices are in the hands of more cardholders and it’s
more widely accepted on the retail side, it’s going to be little depressed
or less adopted. We’ll see adoption over time.
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CORPORATE OVERVIEW
Genfare is a leader in providing customized fare solutions to transit agencies of all sizes
throughout North America. As a leader in fare collection systems for more than three
decades, we focus on delivering solutions that are secure, reliable and highly flexible.
Genfare is working to bring the latest innovations in fare control and management to
you and your transit customers. Genfare integrated systems encompass the latest in
electronic validating fareboxes, smart card and mobile payment options, ticket vending
and point of sale card distribution systems, all managed by sophisticated local and web
based data processing systems.
Genfare…. shaping the future of fare solutions.
ISO 14001 - We care about the environment
Genfare is certified according to the demands set in ISO 14001, Environmental
Management System. We are doing our part to reduce any negative environmental impact
from our production processes. We encourage our customers to continue our efforts by
using our products in an environmentally sound manner.
ISO 9001 - A commitment to quality
Since high quality has always been the trademark of the Genfare brand, quality
assurance requirements are nothing new to us. Attention to quality has always been the
foundation of what we do for a very simple reason: We have a commitment to meet the
needs of our customers through continual product development and improvements both of
human resources and production processes.
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Transform all your data
on fare payment, collection
and revenue into

© 2016 SPX Genfare

actionable intelligence

A Total Fare Management Solution
Genfare Link is a comprehensive, digital fare
management platform – a suite of fully integrated,
hardware and software-based solutions that can
manage multi-media fare collection and customer
service across multiple transit authorities and modes of
transport. This single-source resource lets you harness
next-generation technology to keep you on the right
side of the change curve.

Take control: www.genfare.com/genfare-link

Roll out
mobile payment
immediately!
Contact us at
genfare.com/demo
to schedule a
demo today.

For more than 40 years, Xerox has worked hand-in-hand with
transportation clients in over 30 countries delivering reliable
solutions, consistently achieving results, and performing beyond
expectations. We’re the largest provider of innovative mobility
solutions to governments worldwide. From fare collection to toll
solutions, from back-office processing to infrastructure installation,
we provide systems and services that help solve intractable
transportation problems.
Public Transit
From fare collection to intelligent transportation systems (ITS),
we meet public transit daily operational challenges with innovative
and efficient solutions. We help you reduce operational costs and
improve services—whether through flexible payment methods such as
electronic mobile wallet options or reliable schedules. We help make
transit simple for passengers worldwide.
As an integrator, we bring computer-aided dispatch/automatic
vehicle location (CAD/AVL) systems, ITS technologies and fare
collection solutions based on open standards for all modes of public
transportation services.
One of the best tools to help you reduce operational costs and improve
services is data analytics. As populations escalate, the demands on
the public transit systems become increasingly more complex. That’s
why data analytics are now an essential component in the mass-transit
decision-making toolbox.
Learn about how you can make transit more efficient in our
whitepaper: Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About Big
Data in Transit
Parking
We develop, customize and integrate the best available parking
technologies, and then help clients decide which work best for them.
When we combine technology with our proven strategies for efficiently
managing programs and minimizing risk, it leads directly to powerful
results– every time. Here’s how it worked with the City of Los Angeles.
The Los Angeles Department of Transportation is on a mission to
reduce traffic congestion and improve driver satisfaction. The agency
made great strides with signal synchronization and online tools
designed to get people to their destinations more quickly. Once there,
however, motorists could spend 10 minutes or more driving around,
looking for places to park. The problem? On-street parking prices did
not match demand. Prices were uniform within a given area and were
often the same, or cheaper, than garages a few blocks over. There was
8
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no incentive to park a little further away. Imagine if the price for a home
plate seat at Dodger Stadium was the same as a seat in the nose-bleed
section; there’s going to be a significant imbalance of demand…and no
one in the stands to watch the game.
Could pricing be used as a mechanism to manage parking demand?
Read the case study to find out.
Tolling
Our electronic toll collection (ETC) solutions address our customer’s
business critical mobility problems. Our commitment for the future is
based on ensuring that our customers have the solutions they need to
intelligently manage their changing operating environment. Take our
vehicle passenger detection system for example.
High occupancy carpooling lanes are critical to combating roadway
congestion. However, their benefits are severely limited when
motorists do not abide by the rules. Our Vehicle Passenger Detection
System is a HOV/HOT lane compliancy test system that uses video
analytics to identify the number of occupants in a vehicle.
Unlike competing solutions, the Vehicle Passenger Detection System
identifies the number of occupants in a vehicle with better than 95
percent accuracy at speeds ranging from stop-and-go to 100 mph.
What are the 5 most frequently asked questions about this solution?
View the SlideShare deck to find out.
Mobility Solutions
At the center of transportation system is the traveler. Travelercentric transportation solutions are enabled by emerging
technologies like ubiquitous computing and communications
(such as smartphones and 4G or 5G networks), which can provide
the information and big data analytics to determine the best
transportation options in real time.
Watch this short video on our locally-branded app that pairs
with our transit and parking solutions.
Becoming Conduent
On January 29, 2016, Xerox announced its plans to separate into
two independent, publicly traded companies – Xerox Corporation,
which will be comprised of the company’s Document Technology and
Document Outsourcing businesses, and Conduent Incorporated, a
business process services company.
Read more at: Xerox.com/transportation
Contact us at: TLGMarketing@Xerox.com
busride.com
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xerox.com/transportation

HELPING AGENCIES UNIFY FLEET OPERATIONS,
SO PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION WORKS BETTER.
S:9.45"

Our transportation solutions provide easy and convenient options for transit riders. Agency operations
and rider experiences are better than ever before with the power of real-time information, fare
solutions using open payment and mobile technology, and trip planning tools. Work can work better.

© 2016 Xerox Corporation. All rights reserved. Xerox ®, Xerox and Design® and Work Can Work Better are trademarks of Xerox Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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